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Where Greens tapware and showers are purchased for use in domestic residential installations, 

the purchaser or end user may have recourse or remedy under any relevant consumer     

protection legislation. In addition, Greens undertakes to replace (at Greens discretion) the   

shower fitting, if it is discovered that such shower contains a material defect which arose in the 

course of manufacture. The warranty commences on the date of purchase of the product. 

WARRANY: 

1 Year  -  Replacement product or parts only. 

LEGAL REQUIREMENTS 

The warranty only applies to the original owner and is not transferable. In addition to this     

warranty, certain legislation (including the ACL) may give you certain rights which cannot be 

excluded, restricted or modified, this extended warranty must be read subject to such legislation 

and nothing in this warranty has the effect of excluding, restricting or modifying those rights. 

In addition to this warranty, our goods come with guarantees that cannot be excluded under the 

Australian Consumer Law. You are entitled to a replacement or refund for a major failure and for 

compensation for any other reasonably foreseeable loss or damage. You are also entitled to 

have the goods repaired or replaced if the goods fail to be of acceptable quality and the failure 

does not amount to a major failure. 

WARRANTY CONDITIONS: 

The following conditions must be met, or the warranty will be deemed null and void. 

1.Proof of purchase (invoice or receipt) must be provided.

2.The Greens product warranty is applicable only on items purchased and installed in Australia.

3.The claimant must be the original purchaser.

4.The product must be in the original building it was installed in.

5. Greens installation instructions must be followed.

6.Temperature and pressure limits within the installation instructions must apply.

7.All products must be installed to relevant National Standards and State Regulations.

8.The product has not been tampered with or repaired in any way.

9.The product has not been damaged by misuse, accident, or neglect.

10. The product does not contain excessive debris.

11.The product has not been exposed to external environmental elements.

12.Use of improper cleaning products, including cream cleaners and cleaners containing

corrosive acids, scouring agents or solvent cleaners will void this warranty.

13.Other conditions may apply depending on the nature of the installation.

Greens shall in no way be liable to the purchaser or end user of Greens Tapware or showers for 

any loss, damage (direct, indirect or consequential), cost or expense suffered or incurred by that 

person other than as provided in the above provisions, under any relevant consumer protection 

legislation or as consented to by Greens Tapware in writing in advance. 
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Technical Data 

 Maximum water pressure - 500kpa.

 If pressure over 500kpa will require a limiting valve.

 Maximum hot water temperature - 70ºC.

 Installation shall be in accordance with the AS/NZS3500 series of

standards.

Skyla - Hand Shower
 INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 

Tapered hose end  

WELS    

Restrictor   washer 

Nut hose end 

1. Hand tighten handset to tapered end of hose and ensure seal washer is in place.

2. Connect nut end of hose to water supply and ensure the WELS restricted 3 star 9.0 l/m

seal washer is in place and lightly nip up with a spanner.




